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A memorable year!
I know it has been a
very long time since
members had an
edition of The Signal
– the last edition
was despatched in
the Spring.
Apologies come
from your Editor
who has had a busy
year on many other
fronts (not just the
signal box). I hope
this edition, brief as
it is, will give you a
suitable summary of
the events of the
summer of 2008
and the ongoing
progress since. It
really has been a
memorable year.
Where next for the
signal box site?!
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Visitor pavilion opening
We finally got there, and had the official
opening of our visitor pavilion! It has taken
a long time, but now we can confidently
invite visitors to enjoy a much improved
display area, as well as a generally
pleasant environment around the site.
We were delighted to entertain both the
Mayor of Test Valley, Cllr Brian Page MBE,
and the Romsey Town Mayor, Cllr Karen
Dunleavey, for our special celebration on
July 12th. The two mayors were given a
comprehensive tour of the signal box and
site, before cutting a ribbon across the
entrance to the pavilion. This was followed
by the presentation of a cake to Cllr
Dunleavey and her husband, as we had
been advised that it was their Wedding
Anniversary that very day. Two further
decorated cakes were enjoyed by the signal box members over the course of the
weekend.
We were also delighted to welcome back
a number of key figures from the past,
including Audrey Gebbie, the
Headteacher of the Romsey Infants
School who originally suggested saving
the box; Eric Romaine, who was in
charge of what was to be a demolition
project, but who was instrumental in
arranging for the box to be passed to the
Romsey & District Buildings Preservation
Trust for the grand sum of £10; and Ron
Bevan, one of the last signalmen to work
the box before it closed. Ron paid a real
compliment to those who have been
involved in restoring the box when he
said how familiar it all seemed, even
more than 25 years on from when he
was last in the box.
The opening event formed the centrepiece of three days of operation of the box as
part of the Romsey Arts Festival, to the timetable created especially for the
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purpose by Neil Kearns. It
was also held on the day
that the younger
members of the Friends
took the major
responsibility for
operation, a deliberate
move to give them the
opportunity, and to show
the two mayors how
young people can be
involved in something as
creative, historical and
complex as the
preservation and operation of a signal box. The message was particularly
appropriate since a major theme of the Arts Festival was the involvement of young
people in the culture of the town.
The three days also saw significant numbers of visitors, with over 100 members of
the public coming to see the signal box on the final Sunday. Take it from me, who
had the task of talking to them all as other members acted as signalmen, that’s as
many visitors as I would ever want to entertain in a single day at Romsey! And
they were generous in their donations, which all goes to help our limited funds.

My personal thanks go to all the members who made the day possible. At the risk
of leaving out anyone significant, I must single out Clive Millward and Gavin
Brooker for all the groundworks done during the previous months, Mike Walshaw
and his team for making sure everything worked in the signal box, Neil Kearns for
the timetable, Joan Bennett and Rod Hoyle for the wonderful cakes, and all those
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who volunteered their time to act as signalmen, booking clerks, or the staff at
Redbridge, Eastleigh and Kimbridge (i.e. the simulator – you know who you are!).
And of course Peter for his continuing support and leadership, motivating us to
ever more activity, and driving such vast distances from Kent to be with us.
I have explained to the rest of the committee that I want to take even more of a
backseat in the Friends. After almost 20 years very active involvement, I am
delighted I can sit back and confidently watch as others take the project forward,
with their own ideas and talents. We’ve got a great team, and it’s a pleasure to be
a part of it.
Dick Hewett
President/Treasurer/Editor
*********************************************************************************************
Demolition of the school
A transformation has been
seen on the approach to the
signal box since the
summer, with the complete
demolition of the old school.
The site has been flattened,
although there are still a few
pieces of fencing and a
significant quantity of paving
slabs. Hampshire County
Council have asked if the
Friends will assume some responsibility for overseeing the site in general until
such time as it is developed.
In return they have agreed that
we can acquire any of the
remaining materials and
fixtures; it will actually save
them work in the longer term,
and anything we can do to
reduce even further the risks to
visitors will be welcomed. So
you wondered where our
wonderful paved pathways,
bench seats, log stools, and so
on came from...?!
**********************************************************************************************
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Annual General Meeting
Minutes
The AGM of Friends of Romsey Signal Box was held at Romsey Signal Box, on
Sunday 1st June 2008.
Attendees – Peter Chatfield, Dick Hewett, Rod Hoyle, Neil Kearns, Clive Millward,
Steve Hailes, Jamie Brooker, Gavin Brooker, Luke Edwards, Joan Bennett, Zak
Edwards, George Cooper, Stan Streather, George Streather, Lily Streather, Ted
Mason, Roger Pleasant.
1. Apologies for Absence - Bill Tyndall, Garth Long, Howard Sprenger, David
Stonor, Andrew Moody, Stuart Jones, Mike Walshaw, Alan Johnston, Peter
Cattermole, Simon Cooper, Chris Rideout, Jim Russell, Ken Rye.
2. Acceptance of minutes for 2007 AGM.
Minutes for the AGM held on 3rd June 2007 were confirmed as a correct record of
the meeting. Acceptance of the minutes was proposed by Dick Hewett and
seconded by Clive Millward, and was carried unanimously.
3. Chairman’s Report (Peter Chatfield)
“Great progress has been made over the past year. Only a certain proportion of
the overall number of members have been actively involved, so it is fantastic to
see what has been achieved. It is particularly gratifying to see how the younger
members are getting involved, and they and their parents are very much
welcomed.”
Peter went on to highlight areas of progress and development. “Firstly, as far as
the school is concerned, we have been working very closely with the Trust, a
relationship which is crucial. We can’t do what we do without their help and
expertise. This includes matters of access, security, and the supply of services
(water and electricity). It is essential that all these matters are addressed with the
forthcoming demolition of the school.
“On the site itself, progress has been astronomical. The pavilion, pathways,
landscaping – everything is a real credit to everyone, especially Clive. The
additional artefacts, such as more ground signals, are an added bonus.
“Mike Walshaw and his team have done a superb job rectifying problems with the
electrics and pushing ahead with further improvements. Mike is due to go for a hip
operation this summer, and we wish him [Afternote: Operation went well].
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“I am confident that Cowley Bridge Junction will, after so many years, be finished
in the near future. Three block instruments need to be restored, a small project
which will need some involvement from members.
“Our most valuable resources are all the volunteers, all of whom are very welcome
to be involved. We do have a challenge attracting from the local community, and
we will be reviewing our publicity, to attract more local involvement and increase
visitor numbers.”
Acceptance of the Chairman’s report was proposed by Clive Millward, seconded
by ted Mason, and carried unanimously.
4. S&T Report (Steve Hailes)
On behalf of Mike Walshaw and his team, Steve reported that the list of faults had
now been whittled down to some very trivial matters, such as the odd lamp. The
team are aiming to get more signals externally linked to the frame. There is a
potential to connect lever locks which wouldn’t compromise the simple use of the
frame by children. Work to connect more of the telephone concentrator is also a
priority for the near future. The 4-monthly working sessions will continue with the
next scheduled for October.
Mike, Steve and the rest of the team were thanked profusely for their dedicated
efforts behind the scenes.
5. Treasurer’s Report (Dick Hewett)
The financial situation remains fairly stable, with an ongoing balance in the bank
and petty cash hovering consistently around £1,500. The planned expenditure has
yet to occur. Inevitably with the closure of the school we will become liable for the
direct costs of water and electricity and need to have an income to cover these
future commitments. We will be aiming to apply for grants as appropriate and
when specific projects deserving of grant funding are identified.
Acceptance of the financial statement and report was proposed by Ted Mason and
seconded by Peter Chatfield, and carried unanimously.
6. Membership Report (Neil Kearns)
As at the AGM, 35 members had renewed and 28 remained outstanding. We had
recruited 5 new members since the last AGM. Acceptance of the membership
report was proposed by Clive Millward, seconded by Steve Hailes, and carried
unanimously.
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7. Friends Committee
Dick Hewett was asked if he would be willing to continue as President, an honour
he gratefully accepted. There being no new nominations, the existing Committee
was re-elected en bloc, being Peter Chatfield (Chairman), Dick Hewett
(Treasurer/Editor), Neil Kearns (Membership), Clive Manager (Site Manager), Ted
mason (Trust representative) and Roger Pleasant.
8. Diary dates 2008-09
These were agreed as advertised in The Signal, namely continuing the rfegualr
opening 10am-4pm on the first Sunday in the month from February to December
as well as special opening with operation for the Heritage Open Days (second
weekend of September). In addition, the box would be in operation and open to
the public for two extra days over the second weekend in July as part of the 3yearly Romsey Arts Festival.
9. Action list
Peter and Dick reported on a number of issues.
 The displays would be completed for the special events in July and would
include the transformation from 2007 to 2008. Action: Dick.
 We need to ensure disabled access into the site and the toilet. Action: Clive.
 Access and maintenance of services (electricity and water) were key issues
with the forthcoming demolition of the school. Action: Dick.
 Corrugated roofing would be considered for the pavilion. Action: Neil and
Clive to investigate.
 The Trust are funding the replacement of the windows. That nearest the
door has been done, whilst the far side windows should be replaced later in
June. Windows on the railway side will all be dealt with as they are rotten.
The suspect corner post is to be attended to. Work is being undertaken by
Dave Russell (builder) and Brian Smy (carpenter). All this work needs to be
closely monitored and progress tracked. Action: Ted.
 Infrared beam detectors are to be fitted at the Trust’s expense, with an
annual maintenance charge of £50. Action: Ted.
 The residents of Mountbatten Avenue should be contacted to advise them
about the alarm and a phone number to ring if necessary. Action: Dick.
 Junior members are going to renovate the trolley, and have started by
removing relevant wood. George Cooper will lead the young people, under
adult supervision. Action: Clive and Gavin.
10. Any other business
The next Committee meeting will be at 4pm after the August Open Day.
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Ian Allen appear to be publishing George Pryer’s Signalling Diagram books.
Contact to see whether we can obtain stocks. Action: Dick.
11. Date of the next AGM:
Sunday 7th June 2009 at 3.30pm in/outside the pavilion.
The meeting closed at 1715.
**********************************************************************************************
Health and Safety, and Child Protection
The Committee have been reviewing various procedures for the Friends in the light
of modern legislation and trends. A number of changes are being made to rules,
procedures and policies. Foremost amongst these are new health and safety
procedures, as well as the introduction of more formalised child protection
procedures. We are aware that some volunteers may find these changes intrusive
but they are a necessity if we are to avoid the possibility of subsequent litigation.
Prevention is better than cure!
Firstly, we shall be introducing a register which we shall ask every volunteer to
sign when they arrive to work at the box. Please complete this every time.
On health and safety, a new policy is being drafted which will be available to all
volunteers when they arrive on site. Indeed, we shall require members to sign to
say they have read the health and safety policy before they are allowed to
undertake any activity on the site.
Finally, we are tightening the rules for working with children on the site. We have
a number of young people who regularly volunteer, something we want to
encourage as far as is possible. Some, but not all, are accompanied by a parent.
It has been agreed that no one will be permitted to work closely with children on
the site without having had a CRB (Criminal Records Bureau) check. This is a
simple process requiring a small amount of time and reference to a few official
documents to prove identity. We are progressively getting the regular volunteers
checked and will pick up people as they get more actively involved. We will also
not permit a single adult to work alone with children: obvious examples include
supervision on the simulator during operating sessions. The introduction of these
measures is as much to protect the adults as it is the children.
We need to be tightening up on all our procedures, and all the regular volunteers
will be following these practices from now on. Please don’t take it personally if we
challenge any members at any time to ensure the new procedures are being
followed! Your co-operation is much appreciated.
Dick Hewett and Peter Chatfield
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Signal & Telegraph (S&T) Work
There have been two work sessions since the last Newsletter. Comprehensive
reports follow! Many thanks to Mike Walshaw for leading this work.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE WORK DONE ON 31 MAY 2008.
Present:
Steve Hailes, Simon Cooper, Stuart Jones, Clive Millward and Mike Walshaw, also
briefly Dick Hewett.
Circuits to Outdoor Signals 2 and 3.
A new terminal block was established on the backboard above the Miniature Relay
Frame and the heavy 4-core cable taking the 110V ac supplies to Signal 2 was
moved from the Relay Shelf terminal block to this new terminal block, so that the
hazard of having 110V on this rather accessible terminal block has been
eliminated. The other heavy 4-core cable associated with Signal 2, but currently
out of use, was also moved to this new terminal block.
The opportunity was taken to re-route these two cables, as well as the cable that
connects to Signal 3, so that they no longer run out of the rear of the Box
alongside the mechanical connections but emerge instead through the side wall.
Signal Repeater for Signal 18.
Stuart brought along his refurbished Repeater for Signal 18 and connected it to the
existing wiring. Stuart will repaint the needle red when an opportunity presents
itself. We must note that this instrument is ON LOAN from Stuart.
Electric Lever Locks on Section Signals 3 and 13.
A brief discussion took place with Dick Hewett. It was explained that S&T’s
intention is that the proposed Electric Lock on Lever 3 is normally disengaged so
that it can be operated at will without needing any electrical supplies. When the
Box is to be operated correctly with the prototypical Section Signal interlock with
the Block Instruments, the lever lock will be engaged.
When time permits, it is hoped that Clive can tackle the Electric Lock on Signal 13
first.
SPT Concentrator
Most of the functions have been demonstrated to work correctly and calls can be
made either way between one of the phones in the Locking Room and the
Concentrator. However the Concentrator does not detect when the speech path
between remote phone and Concentrator is established and the button on the
handset there is pressed, so does not stop ringing in the Concentrator. We plan to
examine this with circuit diagrams to be obtained from the Swanage Railway.
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Cable Tidying.
The unused white wires draped around the rear of the levers in the Locking Room
and the wires dangling below the Block Shelf were tidied up and removed from
public view.
WORK DONE ON 4 OCTOBER 2008.
Present:
Steve Hailes and Mike Walshaw, assisted by Clive Millward.
Diagram and Simulator Lamps.
Faults had been reported on the lamps for TC PH and TC D (one lamp of each
pair out) and 17 FREE (operating intermittently). All the lamp filaments were found
to be intact and in all three cases the bottom studs in the lamps were not making
good contact within the lamp holders. In TC D, a different lamp with a more
protruding bottom stud had to be fitted. All the lamps were left in working order. It
would be useful to procure some spare T1½ lamp holders.
On the Simulator Panel, Signal 16 LED showed green but not red. This was easily
traced to a wire that had come unsoldered, so it was soon repaired.
Signal Repeater for Signal 18.
The yellow needle of Stuart’s Repeater for Signal 18 was repainted red. Note that
this instrument is on loan from Stuart.
SPT Concentrator
It was confirmed that when the speech path between remote phone and
Concentrator is established and the button on the handset there is pressed, the
ringing within the Concentrator is stopped but the intrusive pulsing of a relay within
the Concentrator continues. Terry Otter, Telecoms Manager of the Swanage
Railway, has confirmed with Mike Walshaw that this is a characteristic of the
design in regard to SPT (Signal Post Telephone) lines (though not box-to-box
lines) and is not a fault, however undesirable it might sound. Mike found that if the
user of the phone finds the noise too intrusive he can block most of it out by
putting a finger in his free ear.
A new 50V dc Power Supply manufactured by Steve was fitted to power the
Concentrator in lieu of the existing 60V Transformer-Rectifier Unit (60V T/J), which
in fact is providing around 65V. The old 60V T/J will be retained in case of need.
Some of the keys of the Concentrator were labelled to accord with the SPTs
depicted on the Box Diagram, with the addition of “B.O.” for Romsey Booking
Office. The telephone equipment was left in working order between the
Concentrator upstairs and the red telephone by the Simulator, which was
connected as an SPT at Signal 1.
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A line to the Pavilion will also be most useful (to order teas, coffees and light
refreshments). A task for the next WP.
The proposed Instructions for Use are as follows:
Signalman calling the Simulator Operator.
 The Signalman depresses the “Sig 1” key on the Concentrator for a second
or two to ring the bell in the Red Phone by the Simulator and then returns the
key to its central position.
 On hearing the bell, the Simulator Operator lifts his Red Handset and a
buzzer sounds in the Concentrator.
 On hearing the buzzer, the Signalman raises the “Sig 1” key on the
Concentrator, picks up the Handset and presses the white button on it. A
speech path is then established between the two, although the relay pulsing
continues.
 When the call is finished the Signalman replaces his Handset and resets the
“Sig 1” key to its central position while the Simulator Operator replaces his
Red Handset.
Simulator Operator calling the Signalman
 The Simulator Operator lifts his Red Handset and a buzzer sounds in the
Concentrator.
 On hearing the buzzer, the Signalman raises the “Sig 1” key on the
Concentrator, picks up the Handset and presses the white button on it. A
speech path is then established between the two, although the relay pulsing
continues.
 When the call is finished the Signalman replaces his Handset and resets the
“Sig 1” key to its central position while the Simulator Operator replaces his
Red Handset.
A replacement clear plastic cover is needed for one of the Concentrator Lamps –
Mike to try Terry Otter.
In determining the list of (pretend) SPTs to be put on the Concentrator, it was
suggested that it would be a good idea to have a demonstration SPT at Signal 3
outdoors. It was also suggested that the No.4 Points Bell operated by the SYX Key
should be put into service – see CDs 2 and 6. Two tasks for the next WP.
Simulator Power Supplies
The redundant wiring to the Simulator internal tag board marked “30V” was
removed since this supply is not used in the Simulator. A “0V” connection to a
loose chocolate strip beside the Simulator was also removed. The tag boards
within the Simulator were labelled in accordance with CD22.
Wire Loom to the Shelf Relays
The bare metal wire ties on this loom were removed and replaced with releasable
plastic cable ties.
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Miniature Relays
The four unlabelled relays were labelled.
Simulator Block Bells – A Proposed Enhancement.
Currently it is noticeable that the red LEDs on the Simulator Panel that light briefly
to show that a block bell has been rung to Eastleigh, Redbridge or Kimbridge by
the Signalman upstairs do not stay on for long before they fade away; the
Simulator Operator has to be quick to spot them. An experiment showed that
increasing the RC capacitance, currently 2,200 microfarad, by 1,000 microfarad
increased the duration of the red LED from about 2½ sec to about 4 sec. This was
felt to be an improvement. Suitable capacitors will be fitted at the next WP.
Single Line Controls – Direction Lever 6 (CD11 refers).
A document setting out the ‘theoretical’ Single Line Controls was circulated with
the Agenda for the S&T WP on 2 February 2008. None of the intended interlocking
to prevent incorrect operation of Direction Lever 6 appeared to be in place – for
example Lever 6 can be Reversed with TCs from PA to PG occupied, or with the
Eastleigh Acceptance Switch set to “Accept/17 FREE” or additionally with Points
11 Reversed and Signal 17 showing a Proceed aspect. It was then suggested this
might be due to another original-circuit design fault – which proved to be the case!
 Tests soon showed that Relay 6LR was energised when it ought not to have
been – e.g. with TCs from PA to PG occupied and/or with the Eastleigh
Acceptance Switch set to “Accept/17 FREE”. However if the wire to terminal
R1 of the coil of Relay 6LR was disconnected, Lever 6 was locked Normal
and Reverse, as it should be.
 Examination of CD 11 showed that if Lever 17 is Normal, Relay 17 GSR
picks. When Lever 17 is Reversed, Relay 17 GSR sticks until TC PG is
occupied.
 With TCs PA to PG clear and the Eastleigh Acceptance Switch at Normal,
Relays 6LR and (Acc) SR both pick.
 When the Eastleigh Acceptance Switch is set to 17 FREE, Relay (Acc) SR
sticks through Relay 17 GSR up. This is as it is meant to be. But the stick
feed to Relay (Acc) SR also provides an unwanted back-feed through the
MDF to maintain Relay 6LR up, when it should loose its supply. The same
back-feed exists if any TC from PA to PG is occupied.
The solution appears to be to fit, at the next WP, a diode in the back-feed circuit,
most easily in the link wire between MDF Blk 3 tag 2b and Blk 2, tag 11b.
The Eastleigh Acceptance (rotary) Switch was found not to be secure in the
Simulator Panel. Too little thread protrudes through the Panel for it to be firmly
secured by means of a nut on the front. So its case was strapped with a cable tie
to another switch alongside it to stop the body of the switch from rotating. Limit
stops need to be fitted to the Panel to stop over-enthusiastic Simulator Operators
from rotating the Switch Knob more than one ‘click’.
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Circuit Diagrams – updating
The work of updated the diagrams continues and over 20 updated sheets were
issued during the year. Dick Hewett looks after the master set.
Next Meeting.
Sat 28 Feb, in anticipation of a normal Open Day on Sun 1 Mar.
Mike Walshaw, 4 Oct 2008
**********************************************************************************************
Membership matters:
First of all, thank you to all the members who have renewed their membership
already and the donations which accompanied many renewals.
Membership renewals for 2009-2010 will be due over the next few months.
Membership remains at £5.00 for adult members and £2.50 for junior members
under 16 and senior members over 60 years. Please send cheques for your
membership renewals, payable to “Friends of Romsey Signal box”, to:
Neil Kearns, 38 Arundel Road, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants, SO50 4PQ
If you change your e-mail address, can you please inform Dick or myself, so we
can keep our contact list up to date.
Finally, just a note that the membership cards when issued will include reference
to the need to follow the terms and conditions of membership, including in
particular health and safety issues whilst on site. More of that elsewhere in this
issue of The Signal.
Neil
**********************************************************************************************
Exminster Signal Box
The second part of a contributed article from Danny Scroggins
George and Ian were back at the signal box on the appointed day - I was still at
home because I had to work. Good progress was made - George managed to strip
ALL the tiles off the west side of the roof in one day, despite the poor weather.
The next day I was back! This day was our contingency day in case the roof tile
removal could not be completed the previous day, so we hadn’t booked the crane
until the NEXT day. So we used the day to remove all the windows from the box,
and generally prepare for the arrival of the crane the next day, which we would use
to actually start removing the sections of the box. The window removal was rather
funny: The original windows had been vandalised in the mid-90s, and were
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replaced, unsympathetically, by
contractors to the RSPB. As a result,
instead of opening in the conventional,
slidey, signal box fashion, these were
hinged at the top and opened outwards
from the bottom. To get them off we
opened them up, outwards, to the
horizontal, and moved the cherry-picker
up underneath. Then, having unscrewed
the hinges, the cherry picker was lowered
down to the ground, the whole time
George being inside the picker! When it
was raining, the window over the top of the cradle did keep George dry though!
The only other interesting think worthy of note that day was a visit by ITNews to
see what we were up to. They interviewed us and got some shots of us working
(rare) for the next day's 6pm news.
The next day the crane arrived.... late. Apparently it broke down on the way - so
we were off to a brilliant start. We started off by craning the 1941 roof (the later
part) off. The first lift being a very nervous one, we were all a bit concerned that
the whole thing might crumble into
a million pieces when we lifted it!
But, Andrew knows best - and it
came out no problem, lifted down
into the car park - perfect. So we'll
listen to Andrew from now on! After
the 1941 roof was off we removed
the upper wall panels from that half
of the building. The end one came
off first, then the rear wall, then the
front. The front (with the windows
already removed) wasn't that
robust, so didn't come out as
complete as we would have liked.
Then we were all back up into the roof for the 1924 roof to be lifted. It had taken us
a long time to work out exactly how the roof was attached to the rest of the
building, and eventually we worked out that it was unceremoniously nailed on with
big nails, in a very un-GWR-like manner. So we had to locate all these nails and
then get them out. Easier said than done! Eventually we settled on bolsterchiselling the roof up from the frame about half an inch, then angle grinding the
nails off at that level. The crane sling came through a hole made in the roof by
removing the boarding along the ridge, and was secured round the ridge-beam.
This, second, roof part was 50% larger than the first one, the original box being
about 24' long, and the 1941 extension being about 16'.
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We then started to remove the front window panel, because that seemed to be the
most wobbly. But we found that this panel had been heavily repaired (by BR?) and
didn't like the idea of being removed. We didn't realise how well it was invisibly
secured to the floor joists until we tried to lift it and heard all the frames crack at
window ledge level! So we left that for a while and removed the back walls instead,
which came out relatively painlessly. By that time it was well into the evening so
we called it a day, and retired to the B&B to watch our news appearance on ITN!
Rain, rain, rain the next day. And I mean RAIN. Thankfully not all day though, as
forecast. After it stopped in the morning there were lots of annoying showers
through the day. We had the biggest staff today though - 8 men, as we were joined
by John and Malcolm from railway S&T.
The day started (damply) by removing the last of the upper panels (in the end we
sawed out the later repairs to the front panel and kept the original stuff). The
building, which was now the shape of a long box without a pointy roof, reminded
me of the boxes at Evesham and Carmarthen Junction and the old box at
Hungerford. We unscrewed the last remaining retaining bolts of the lever frame
before that was lifted out (impressive). The rear section of the upper floor followed
after. So now, with our open-top locking room (which was all that was left of the
signal box) and nowhere to stand out of the rain, we decided to lift out the rear
centre panel of the lower walls first. This looked to be one of the most robust and
most likely to come out easily. Interestingly, this was the only panel out of the
whole box to have a runner fitted down the side so it slid vertically upwards out of
its gap.
Next followed the next panel towards
Plymouth, which came out easily
enough, then the next panel towards
Exeter, which didn't. The design of the
box is that each panel has an edgepiece on each side, and the edgepieces of adjacent panels are bolted to
each other. So we just undo the bolts
and hey presto, apart they come!
Unfortunately, the end piece on this
panel had been renewed, so instead of
being two pieces, one connected to each panel, it was one big piece, connected to
both. So one side or the other had to get damaged, but luckily we didn't cause that
much damage in releasing it. So that was out, leaving a 'C' shaped set of walls,
with the gap being in the back wall.
It would have been nice to continue working round the box from this point, but
inherent in the design of these boxes is a massive (and heavy) piece of wood
running from one end of the box to the other, at operating floor level, about 12" by
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8". So 12"x8"x40' is a lot of wood! We had to take this out next, as it was laid over
the front and end panels. How on Earth are we going to do that? The large,
supporting, length of wood was in fact two separate pieces, joined at the point of
the 1941 extension, so we lifted out all three 1924 panels and the 1924 beam in
one (massive) lift! Pretty impressive. This left two, separate, free standing ends.
The south end was dismantled first, with various degrees of success, but overall
positively.
The north end, with the stairs still in (leading to nowhere!) was going to be difficult.
We decided to try to lift out the stairs, the
floor joists from above the stairs, and the
large supporting beam described above
from the 1941 extension in one go. This
turned out to be rather more difficult than
first thought, when a few concealed
fixings were discovered that were a real
pain to get out, but it was managed
eventually. Having been lifted we
realised we had the interesting question
of how we were going to put down this
odd-shaped arrangement! It ended up
being diagonally placed on the foundations of the box, ready to be picked up by
the hi-ab over the next few days.
By now it was well into the evening and the light was starting to fail. We had left
the lower part of the north wall and the lower part of the northern most panel of the
west wall standing. It was Thomas day at the railway the next day, and we all had
jobs - George had to drive Thomas! So George and Ian went home that night and
Andrew and I the next morning. George and Ian planned to come back for a third
time the next Tuesday to take down the last two panels and load up all the parts
we dismantled. This was the last time the whole team would be at Exminster. We
were all tired, but we were pleased that the first phase in the signal boxes
preservation was almost complete. We knew that the long period of restoration
and renewing the box and the frame, and then re-kitting it out awaited.
George, Ian and Andrew returned on the appointed day to take down the last two
panels and load all the parts on the lorry (I had to work). Unfortunately, on being
lifted for the second time (once off the roof onto the floor and once off the floor
onto the lorry), the smaller of the two roof sections (the 1941 section) couldn't take
the strain and snapped down the centre. Oh dear - that's the opening of Broadway
Signal Box put back by a few months.
All the lorry loads of signal box parts were then transported to Ashchurch Army
Base (move 3), where they were supposedly going to be stored. This was at the
end of October 2006. Early in 2007 it was suddenly decided that we weren’t going
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to be allowed to store the parts at Ashchurch after all! And they were all hastily
moved back to the railway (move 4). This proved too much for the 1924 roof,
which crippled along one end of its ridge. (Although it was a testament to the GWR
that the second-hand 1924 roof lasted longer than the 1941 roof!) There were also
a few other parts which were damaged, much to the annoyance of those involved
in its preservation up to now.
There have been several plans at the GWSR about exactly how the signal box is
to be preserved. Unfortunately a lot of these plans have run into problems,
including planning permission, use of land, etc. It had always been the intention to
erect a workshop building in which work could progress on the signal box.
Originally this was going to be at Winchcombe Yard, and two days were spent
clearing and leveling all the land. This plan was stopped by the carriage siding
extension project, who wanted the land kept clear for that. Then the workshop was
going to be built at Broadway, near to the box’s ultimate location, but that was met
with planning permission problems. Then a new location at Winchcombe (opposite
the signal box in the P-way Yard) was arranged. This is still the current plan but
various things and various people have unfortunately stalled the process. All the
while the signal box has been sitting, in pieces, in Winchcombe Yard.
Several members of the railway and the preservation movement in general have
become quite upset with the railway company’s apparent lack of urgency in
restoring or just storing the signal box building, and there are now plans afoot to
take over the original yard area (on which carriage sidings still have not been
laid(!)) and to carry out the necessary restoration work in the open. This will slow
the process and make it more difficult, it being restricted to reasonable weather for
a start, but at least it will get going.
The basic plans for the restoration are to torch/scrape/dissolve the peeling
paintwork off the woodwork and repair the woodwork that is either rotten or
missing of wrecked during removal
multiple moves. Then we shall give
everything a jolly good paint and
square up all the panels, coachscrewing in L-shaped corner
pieces where the woodwork joints
are not considered up to the job.
Once the panels have been
restored and painted, and new
pieces fabricated where
necessary, a steel frame will be
designed and built. The extent of
this will depend on the condition of
the building. It is likely it will give strength and support to the four corners of the
building, which will be (invisibly) built around the steel frame.
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Ultimately the signal box will be rebuilt, the lever frame and interlocking restored,
and instruments installed, to make the box a working, operational centre for
railway control once again.
(Thanks to Danny for this interesting narrative, and we wish him the best for the
rest of the project. As we know at Romsey, these things take time!)
(See also www.broadwaysignalbox.org.uk)
(Next issue will include an article from Ken Rye about West Moors Signal Box,
which I have held over. Thanks to ken for the submission.)
*********************************************************************************************
Signal Box clothing and uniform
A reminder that we still have plenty of sweatshirts (£14), polo shirts (£12.50) and
T-shirts (£8). These are always available on Open Days and other special events.
It would be great if EVERYONE present as “staff” on Open Days and operating
events were wearing some articles of Signal Box clothing. Please consider
making the investment. Credit facilities are available at zero interest!
*********************************************************************************************
Newsletter Editor wanted!
I have been writing the Newsletter, with the exception of one edition many years
ago (compiled by Colin Meheux), ever since the Project started. I would be quite
happy to hand over the editorship to anyone else who felt motivated to take it on.
All you need is a computer and some basic Word processing skills (like me). If
you have greater ability than that, all the better! It’s intended to be published three
times a year (April, August and December) though we missed the August issue
this year!
Any volunteers – please get in touch with me soonest, and I can explain a little
more what would be involved.
A fresh approach to The Signal would not go amiss!
Dick Hewett
*********************************************************************************************
Richard Courage, our Canadian member, sends his best wishes to everyone
involved with the Project. “Romsey box looks good from the website” he says.
*********************************************************************************************
And finally, a few more photos from the event in July. Captions invited!
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Diary dates:
REGULAR OPEN DAYS (including site working sessions):
Next Open day:
Sunday 1 February,10am till 4pm. Contact Neil Kearns, 023 8061 8167.
Subsequent Open Days 2009 (all Sundays, 10am till 4pm):
1 March, 5 April, 3 May, 7 June (followed by AGM), 5 July, 2 August, 6
September, 4 October, 1 November, 6 December.
SPECIAL OPERATING EVENTS:
DATES WHEN THE SIGNAL BOX WILL BE OPERATED THROUGHOUT THE
DAY (at least from 1000 to 1800), AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC:
Heritage Open Days:
Saturday 12 and Sunday 13 September 2009.
It is hoped that the operation on one of these two days will be the
responsibility of our younger members.
S & T WORKING SESSIONS: 28 February, 6 June, 3 October.
Contact Mike Walshaw, 01929 421913, to confirm dates and arrangements.
SITE DEVELOPMENT WORKING SESSIONS: By arrangement.
Contact Peter Chatfield and ask to be kept informed on plans:
email Chatp004@aol.com or phone 01892 522143 (and leave a message).
PRIVATE MEMBERS ONLY OPERATING SESSIONS:
Contact Peter Chatfield and ask to be kept informed on plans:
email Chatp004@aol.com or phone 01892 522143 (and leave a message).
*********************************************************************************************

So just what was Ron Bevan thinking as he stared
into the abyss of the tunnel by the box....?

If you have received a monochrome copy of this
newsletter through the post, but actually have
access to the internet and email – let us know.
There is a full colour version on the website –
www.romseysignalbox.org.uk - and it saves us the
costs of photocopying and postage by alerting you
to future editions through email.
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